Instructions for Cat traps - CSD310/R and CSD440
If trap is supplied with
unfitted door insert door
inside trap and place open
loops over bars marked with
colored marker, close loops up
with pliers or multigrips and
cut cable tie holding latch bar
to door

To set trap push latch
bar inwards and lift door
then with one hand
holding the door up use
your other hand from
inside the trap to pull
forward the trigger bar
until located inside the
metal loop on the door.

First release your hold on
the door, the door will now be
held open with the trigger bar
through the loop. Secondly
release your hold of the
trigger bar, the trap is now
set.
Gently locate trap on level
surface and place bait at rear
of trap.

Cats: Tinned cat food, sardines, tuna, place in piece of aluminum foil and place in rear bottom of
trap. Locate the trap around 50mm to 75mm from a tree or wall to prevent the animal from getting
at the bait from the rear of the trap
 All traps are set for normal sensitivity
with the small groove in the trigger bar to
the top, in situations where a much more
sensitive operation is required for smaller
animals the trigger bar can be turned with
the groove to the bottom.
In this more sensitive situation the trap
door may be activated from the animal
bumping the trap before it enters. In this
mode it is unsatisfactory for cats and
possums as both at times will climb on top
of the trap looking for a way to reach the
bait. Best set up this way when you wish
to trap small animals, rodents and

mammals,

To turn the trigger bar to the sensitive
position insert screwdriver and open the
hinge loop
Turn trigger bar over so the groove is to
the bottom and close the loop back up
with a pair of pliers

CSD310R cat trap with rear door is
supplied with a “D” shackle to secure
door while in transit
Our Traps are proudly Australian
made

